
COMMENTARY

Comments on the Mechanism
of the “Fenton-Like” Reaction

Recently, two commentaries on the mechanism of “Fenton-
like” processes were published in this Journal.1,2 The major
aim of these comments was to point out that low-valent
transition metal ions with various attached ligands, LmMn+,
react with ROOH (R ) H or alkyl) to form •OH or RO• radicals
via the so-called Fenton-like reaction:

These two commentaries1,2 argued against the conclu-
sions of Sawyer et al.3 in an earlier Account that Fenton
reagents do not produce •OH and RO• radicals. Though
we agree that radicals are usually formed in Fenton pro-
cesses, it is the aim of this commentary to point out some
general mechanistic aspects for these processes, and to
show that radicals may be formed via reactions that
do not involve the formation of either •OH or RO•

radicals.4,5

It has been shown,4,6 using the specific rate constants for
reaction 1, the free energy gain in reaction 1, and the Marcus
cross relation,7 that the reaction of most transition metal
complexes with H2O2 cannot proceed in aqueous solution via
an outer-sphere electron-transfer mechanism. Therefore,
the first step in this process must be the formation of a
transient complex between the metal complex and the
peroxide:4,6,8

In the following discussion we shall assume that the
transition metal peroxide complex is (LmMn-OOR)(n-1)+,

although the other possibilities are equally valid (for clarity
purposes the nonparticipating ligands, L, will be omitted).
The mechanistic requirement for the formation of these
transient complexes might explain why the nonnucleophilic
(CH3)3COOC(CH3)3, in contrast to (CH3)3COOH, does not
react with FeCl2,3 and why the reaction of (CH3)3COOC(CH3)3

with Cr2+
aq is extremely slow.9 There are cases where

(CH3)3COOR does react with Cr2+
aq,9 which is a much

stronger reducing agent than Fe2+
aq, and has a higher rate

of ligand exchange. In these cases (CrII‚(CH3)3COOR)2+

may be a plausible intermediate (reaction 2c), which
decomposes fast into (CH3)3CO• and (CrIII-OR)2+ (see
below).

The decomposition of (Mn-OOR)(n-1)+ may take place via
one of the following reactions:

In addition, M(n+2)+ (or Mn+2dO), formed in reaction 3b, can
oxidize various substrates via reactions 4a and 4b.10,11 Thus,
(Mn-OOR)(n-1)+ may act also as one-electron oxidants via
reactions 3c, 3d, 3e, or 3b followed by 4b, and not only as
two-electron oxidants as proposed by Walling.1

The rates of reactions 3a-3e and 4a and 4b depend on
the nature of Mn+, the ligand, the organic substrate and its

LmMn+ + ROOH f LmM(n+1)+ + RO• + OH- (1)

LmMn+ + ROOH h (LmMn-OOR)(n-1)+ + H+ (2a)

LmMn+ + ROOH h (Lm-1Mn-OOR)(n-1)+ + H+ + L
(2b)

LmMn+ + ROOH h (LmMn‚HOOR)n+ (2c)

(Mn-OOR)(n-1)+ + H+ f M(n+1)+ + RO• + OH- (3a)

(Mn-OOR)(n-1)+ + 3H+ f M(n+2)+ + ROH + H2O (3b)

(Mn-OOR)(n-1)+ + R′H + 2H+ f

M(n+1)+ + •R′ + ROH + H2O (3c)

(Mn-OOR)(n-1)+ + R′H + H+ f Mn+ + ROH + R′OH
(3d)

M(n+2)+ + R′H + 2OH- f Mn+ + R′OH + H2O (4a)

M(n+2)+ + R′H f M(n+1)+ + •R′ + H+ (4b)
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concentration, the solvent, and the pH.12 Thus, organic
radicals may be formed via (i) reaction 3a followed by the
reaction of RO• with the substrate as proposed,2,11 (ii) reaction
3b followed by reaction 4b,3 (iii) reaction 3c,4 or (iv) reaction
3e. Organic radicals will not be formed if the decomposition
of (Mn-OOR)(n-1)+ takes place via reaction 3d or reaction
3b followed by reaction 4a.

To determine whether hydroxyl radicals are involved in
the Fenton reagent, sensitive tests have to be used.1,4,11,13

These tests have to take into account the reactions of the
organic radicals with the metal ions present in the solution.
The latter processes are considerably more complex than
those suggested by Walling.1 Most of these reactions do not
proceed via an outer-sphere electron-transfer mechanism,
and involve the formation of transient complexes with metal-
carbon σ-bonds (reaction 5).1,4,12,14 The rate constants for the

formation of many of these transient complexes with metal-
carbon σ-bonds were reported.12,14 It has been shown that
the ligands affect these rate constants considerably as most
of these processes are controlled by the rate of ligand
interchange of LmMn+.15

The mechanisms of the decomposition of the transient
complexes with metal-carbon σ-bonds involve not only
heterolysis (reaction 6),1,12 but also homolysis (reaction -5),12

which might be followed by a variety of radical processes,
e.g., reactions 7 and 8.12,14

These reactions clearly affect the nature of the final prod-
ucts.12 In addition, a â-elimination reaction may compete
with both the heterolytic and homolytic cleavage of the
σ-bond when a good leaving group, X (X ) OR, NR2, halide,
etc.), is bound at the â position to the carbon-centered
radical:16

Thus, for example, when (CH3)3COH is used as •OH scaven-
ger, not only might (CH3)2C(CH2OH)OH and ((CH3)2C(OH)-
CH2-)2 be formed as proposed by Walling,1 but (CH3)2CdCH2

is often the major product, e.g., for LmMn+ ) FeII(EDTA).11

Other mechanisms of decomposition, which are often ob-
served, include â-decarboxylation of (CuIII-CH2C(CH3)-
R′COO-)+ complexes (reaction 10),16,17 â-hydride shift reac-
tion (reaction 11),18 and even a carbon skeleton rearrangement
(reaction 12).19

Though all these reactions were extensively studied, it seems
at present impossible to predict a priori the mechanism of
decomposition of a given transient complex with a metal-
carbon σ-bond.12 Therefore, a detailed kinetic and product
analysis is essential for each system to be used as a test for
exploring the mechanism of a given Fenton reagent.

The situation is at least as complex in oxygenated solutions
due to the reaction of the organic radical, •R′, with O2 to form
peroxyl radicals (reaction 13),20

where •R′ is formed via pathways i-iv as described above.
Peroxyl radicals may undergo a number of unimolecular
processes (reaction 14). The most ubiquitous ones are HO2

•

and O2
•- eliminations, which are usually base-catalyzed, but

intramolecular addition to the CdC double bond or H-
abstraction has also been demonstrated.20 Peroxyl radicals,
which do not decay in one of the unimolecular processes,
disappear biomolecularly (reaction 15), where tertiary peroxyl

radicals decay considerably more slowly than secondary and
primary ones.14,20 R′OOOOR′ is not stable, and often decom-
poses to yield O2, alcohol, and aldehyde//ketone.20 Peroxyl
radicals can also react with various organic solutes via
reaction 16, and for this reaction to occur at an appreciable

rate, the C-H bond energy of the donor must be sufficiently
low.20 Indeed, k16 values for cyclohexane and cyclohexene
were reported to be 0.048 and 6.1 M-1 s-1, respectively.2

However, when R′OO• is formed in oxygenated Fenton
reagents, it most probably reacts with the metal complex:

We note that (Mn+1-OOR′)n+ is not the only product plau-
sible, but is usually the major one.12 The rate of reaction 17
is usually controlled by the rate of the ligand exchange, e.g.,
for Fe2+

aq k17 ≈ 1 × 106 M-1 s-1.14,21 It is expected that in
less polar solvents the rate of the ligand exchange by the
solvent will be even faster. Thus, in oxygenated Fenton
reagents, reaction 17 is expected to compete efficiently with
both reactions 15 and 16, and has to be considered when
the product composition is discussed.

Mn+ + •R′ h (Mn+1-R′)n+ (5)

(Mn+1-R′)n+ + •R′ f Mn+ + R′-R′ (7)
•R′ + •R′ f R′-R′ (8)

(CuIII-CH2C(CH3)R′COO-)+ f

Cu+
aq + CO2 + H2CdC(CH3)R′ (10)

(12)

•R′ + O2 h R′OO• (13)

R′OO• f products (14)

R′OO• + R′OO• f R′OOOOR′ (15)

R′OO• + R′H f R′OOH + •R′ (16)

Mn+ + R′OO• h (Mn+1-OOR′)n+ (17)
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The decomposition of (Mn+1-OOR′)n+ may take place via
the following processes a-e followed by oxidation of the
substrate by M(n+3))O:

This last pathway has not been observed in aqueous solution.
The transient complexes, (Mn+1-OOR′)n+, may also decom-
pose via oxidation of the ligand and substrates present in the
solution. If (Mn+1-OOR′)n+ decomposes mainly via homolysis
of the M-O bond, then the formation of these transient
complexes would not affect the nature of the final products
as predicted through reactions 15 and 16. However, the
experimental data, at least in aqueous solutions, indicate that
reactions 19 and 20 are the major processes observed.

In conclusion, one can state that radicals are intermediates
in most Fenton reagents, at least in aqueous solutions.
However, this does not mean that hydroxyl radicals are the
active intermediates in these processes. The mechanisms of
Fenton-like processes are extremely complex, and it is not
surprising that different conclusions about the identity of the
oxidizing intermediate were reached for different reagents
and substrates. For example, careful studies in well-designed
systems show that hydroxyl radicals are the major products
in the reaction of Cu+

aq with H2O2 in the presence of aromatic
compounds,23 whereas they are not formed in the presence
of alcohols.4,5 Similar examples can be found in the literature
for Fe2+

aq reacting with H2O2 in the presence of different
substrates.24,25

The experimental results point out that there is no general
answer to the question of whether hydroxyl radicals are being
formed in Fenton-like processes. A detailed mechanistic study
of each system has to be carried out to address this point.
This is nearly impossible for biological systems.
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